High quality and long-lasting, Direct delivery from
the producer “OMOTENASHI” flower shop

from the producer “OMOTENASHI” flower shop

KYOTO PINE
How to grow OMURO GOYO

KYOTO SAKURA

～ Care of KITYAMA SUGI (Japanese cedar) Special
Wooden Squares Box～

(Cherry Blossom)

How to grow KYOTO Sakura
～ Care of KITYAMA SUGI (Japanese cedar)
Special Wooden Squares Box～

【Watering】
※ When the soil beneath the moss of the surface
is dry white (Picture ① ), taken out the pine
tree with plastic container from wooden
squares box, please give plenty of water
flowing enough (Picture ② )
※ Please do not water too much otherwise Bonasi
will wither caused by root decay.
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In order to prevent drying of the leaves,
please
mist
for
leaves
by
mister
(preferable)or watering directly.
Please get back pine tree in wooden squares
box after drained off water. (Please note
that don’t get water on wooden squares box
(Masu) directly)

※

Please do not water too much otherwise Bonasi
will wither caused by root decay.

※

Please be careful not watering to flowers
directly otherwise flowers fall down.

※

Please get back SAKURA tree in wooden squares
box after drained off water. (Please note
that don’t get water on wooden squares box
directly)

※

Keep the Bonsai in an indoor place where it
is not exposed to rain and wind so that the
Sakura will last longer for you to enjoy.

【Placement】
※ It's preferable that pine tree is managed
outside the room but if you enjoy in a room,
please put the pine tree at semi-natural
place such as near the window with wind and
sunshine.
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If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact us.
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【Contact Us】
Japan Office (Headquarters):
+81-(0)75-465-5005
Singapore Office:
+65-6910-2604

Address： (Headquarters):
6-16 Omuro Shibahashicho, Ukyo-ku
Kyoto-shi, Kyoto, 616-8095, Japan
WEB：
Email:

Japan:
Singapore:

http://kyoto-omuro.jp
http://kyoto-omuro.com

info@kyoto-om uro.com
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/kyoto.omuro/
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